A modified Zeeman model for producing HRV signals and its application to ECG signal generation.
Developing a mathematical model for the artificial generation of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals is a subject that has been widely investigated. One of the challenges is to generate ECG signals with a wide range of waveforms, power spectra and variations in heart rate variability (HRV)--all of which are important indexes of human heart functions. In this paper we present a comprehensive model for generating such artificial ECG signals. We incorporate into our model the effects of respiratory sinus arrhythmia, Mayer waves and the important very low-frequency component in the power spectrum of HRV. We use a new modified Zeeman model for generating the time series for HRV, and a single cycle of ECG is produced by using a simple neural network. The importance of the work is the model's ability to produce artificial ECG signals that resemble experimental recordings under various physiological conditions. As such the model provides a useful tool to simulate and analyse the main characteristics of ECG, such as its power spectrum and HRV under different conditions. Potential applications of this model include using the generated ECG as a flexible signal source to assess the effectiveness of a diagnostic ECG signal-processing device.